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PREFACE
This report describes the procedure for estimation of
the f~ow frequency curve for both gauged and ungauged
catchments. It forms one of a series of reports
which document the work of the Low F~ow Study carried
out at the Institute of Hydro~ogy and funded by the
Department of the Environment.
The comp~ete series of reports is as fo~~ows:
Research Report
Manua~s for estimating ~ow f~ow
measures at gauged or ungauged
sites
A manua~ describing the techniques
for extracting catchment
characteristics
River basin and regiona~ mono~;
graphs describing the re~ationship
between the base f~ow index and
catchment geo~ogy
The first report out~ines the scope of the Low F~ow
Study; it describes the ana~ysis of the f~ow data, the
derivation of the re~ationship between ~ow f~ows and
catchment characteristics and summari~es the estimation
technique. The second report series takes the form of
ca~cu~ation sheets which describe the under~ying
princip~es of each ~ow f~ow measure and enab~e the user
to estimate them from f~ow data or catchment charac-
teristics; procedures are a~so given for incoY'porating
~oca~ gauged data at various stages in the estimation
technique. RepoY't No 3 describes the techniques for
ca~cu~ating catchment characteristics. Report No 4
consists of a series of regiona~ monographs which
detai~ the re~ationships between the base f~ow index
and catchment geo~ogy and enab~es the index to be
estimated at an ungauged site.
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Introduction
The flow frequency curve provides a graphical technique for estimating the probability
that a year will contain an annual minima less than a given discharge. The probability
is cOImllonly expressed in terms of a return period, that is, the average interval in
years between the occurrence of an event of a specified or more extreme severity.
The curve can be drawn from daily or monthly flow data or from minima of any consecutive
D day or month period. It is frequently used for assessing the severity of extreme
events and has applications in economic studies where the risk of any event occurring
in a given design period can be calculated from the curve and used in cost benefit
analysis.
This estimation manual describes methods for drawing the flow frequency curve where
adequate flow data are available (greater than 20 years), or where flow data can be
used in conjunction with generalized techniques (2-20 years of data) and finally for the
case where data are absent. A section is also given for methods of incorporating short
or discontinuous data at or close to the site of interest. The frequencY relationships
of Section 3.4 are also useful to check curves based on greater than 20 years of data
because they are developed by pooling data from a large number of catchments.
To help explain the technique, this manual includes a worked example, the River Pang
at Pangbourne, for which all the calculations have been completed. This is laid
out on right-hand pages. Details of three other catchments which can be used for
practice are laid out on the left-hand side, set in italic type.
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FIGURE 1.1 LOCATION OF All. THE EXAMPLE CATCft1ENTS
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CALCULATION SHEETS
ON THIS SIDE I
1.1 GENERAL INFORMATION FOR EXAMPLE CATCHMENTS I
a. The River Falloch at Glen Falloch is in hydrometric area 85. The site
of interest is at grid reference NN321197 and the area of the catchment
is 80.3 km' which includes the Dubh Eas catchment. I
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FIGURE 1.2b GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE FALLOCH CATCHMENT I
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The Langdon Beck at Langdon is in hydrometric area 25. The site
of interest is at grid reference NY 852309 and the area of the catchment
is 13.0 km'.
b.
FIGURE 1. 20
2
GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE LANGDON CATCHMENT
I
I
The River Pang at Pangbourne is in hydrometric area 39. The site of interest is at
Grid Reference SU 634766 "and the catchment area is 171 km2 .
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Basic data
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FIGURE 1.2a GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE PANG CATCHMENT
3
'the Roman River at BOJA-!1.stead Bridge is in hydrometric area 37. The
2it~ of interest is at grid reference TL 985205 and the area of the
~atchm2nt is 52.6 km 2.
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FlO'" DATA FOR DRA\~ING THE FLO\'! FREQUENCY CURVE
Tables 1- Zi)~ c and d conta~in the daily :,/'lo7.J) data that ape assembled into
'T' " ~ ::;.4b and [porn uJ7rich the [lot) [pequency is prepared.:.LaDi..J3 curVe
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1.2 FLOW DATA FOR DRAWING THE FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE
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Table l.la contains the daily flow data of the type from which the annual minima of
various durattonson Table 2.1a have been extracted and whtch are subsequently used
in the analysis for the gauged catchment case.
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1.3 PLOnING FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE FROM DAILY FLOW DATA
I
I
I
I
The steps for preparing fLow frequency curves from the data of TcibLes l.lb to l.ld
are described in Section 2 of this manuaL and curves for the exampLe catchments are
shown in Figure 2.20.
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1.3 PLOTTING FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE FROM DAllY FLOW DATA
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Figure 1.3
60 and 180
p!,"ocessing
shows a
days.
system.
flow freq~ency curve for the River Pang for annual minima of 1, 10,
The curve has been p~otted using the Institute of Hydrology data
I
I
I
I
rrGURE l.3 AUTOMATED FLOW FREQUENCY PLOT FOR RIVER PANG
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The basie recommendations for draawing flow frequency curves aPe given opposite. For
purposes of illustration a departure is made from these recommendations. Thus
although all the example aatahments have only eight years of data, Seation 2 desaribes
h01.J to oonstruct flow frequency curves based on the data alone and not as suggested by
a combination of data and national type curves.
1.4 OUTLINE OF ESTIMIl.TION PROCEWRE
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1 .4 OlITLlNE OF ESTIMATION PROCEWRE
The procedure for estimating the flow frequency curve depends on the availability of
data at or near the site of interest. Figure 1.4 outlines three basic approaches and
the corresponding sections of this manual to use. It can be seen from the figure that
the technique based on catchment characteristics refers to the Catchment Characteristic
estimation manual - Report, No. 3 of this series.
I
I
I
B•••d on Ba••d on Ualng
catchment
lIow data charlcterlstlc loc81 data
l ••ctlon 21 I••clion 31 l ••ctlon 41
FIGURE 1.4 OUTLINE OF ESTIMATION
PROCEDURE
Which of the three procedures to use or combinations thereof, depends on the amount of
data available. Suggested guidelines are summarised in Table 1.2 and described below.
> 20 yrs Use the data in cumec units to construct the flow frequency curve directly
(Section 2'. If return periods in excess of twice the length of record are
being estimated then the type curves of Section 3 can be used for extending the curve
beyond the range 6f the data.
10-20 yrs The minimum for the appropriate duration can be calculated from the data and
the type curves (Section 3) used to estimate the discharge for a given fre-
quency. In addition, the curve can be plotted by dividing the daily flow data by the
average flow OWFI over the period of record and the discharge scale expressed as a %
ADF. This overcomes to a great extent departures due to wet or dry years. The conversion
to long term average flow is described in Section 2.5 of Report No.3.
. . Z.;
5-10 yrs Divide the daily or monthly flow by the average daily flow (ADF) over the
period of record before analysis. This overcomes to a great extent the depart-
ures due to wet or dry years. The value of the mean annual minimum as a % ADF is then used
in conjunction with the type curves of Section 3. The conversion to the long term flow
frequency curve is made using an estimate of long term average flow <section 2.S, Report 3).
< 2yrs Use Sections 3 and 4 of this manual and refer to Report 3 for use of short records
for calculating the Base Flsw Index and ADF.
TABLE 1.2 Technique to use for given record length
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Yrs of record
> 20
>10
2-10
< 2
No data
eatlmatlng catchmant charlcterlstlcl
IE,tlmallon manllal No.3!
Technique
Plot data in cumecs
MAM (l01 cumecs and type curves (check by plot)
HAM CDI as % ADF from data and type curves
EFI from data or use of short record directly
BFI from geology
Section of report to use
2
2 • 3
2 • 3
3 • 4
3
I
I
I
The worked example for the Pang departs from these guidelines in that only ten years of data
are available - less than that recommended for construction of the entire curve. It is
stressed however that although Table 1.2 summarizes the appropriate technique, each design
problem should be viewed on its merits and more than OTIe of the suggested p~ocedures may be
appropriate.
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2.1 ASSEMBLY OF DATA
I
I
I
I
I
AZthough, strictly, the Zength of pecopds ape too shopt fop this type of anaZysis,
(Section 1.4) 3 they can he used foY' demonstration pupposes and fop comparison with
the ungauged case pPOoedupe (pection 3). I
The annual minima have been provided foY' all, the years except 1971. The minimum for
this year can be entered into Tables 2. lb-2.ld by using the mean daily discharge
fpom TabZe 1.lb (FaZloch), 1.lc [LangdOn), 1.ld (Roman). The long tePm ave page
dischQPges fpom daily flow data ape as follows:
Falloch
LangdOn
Roman
4.91';3 C!WTlecs
0.388 oumecs
0.183 oumeos
I
I
I
I
I
TABLE 2.1b Annual minima for the Fallocp.
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
Duration
Gumeos 1 0161 0·2.24- 0119 0065 0037 0032 0089
10 0.2.83 0·681 0·13'1'" 0-101 O-Q4-5 01Y.7 O-Il~
3D 0·622 1133 0300 0·376 OilS Q-[18 04-69
60 0·753 j·701.t- 1205 0·857 0·379 034-3 0·596
90 '·812 2·701 1·4-6lt 1·013 1085 0·937 0775
180 3·157 .3202. 2231 1464- 2·620 2·992- 2798
% ADF 1 .33 '.0; 24- 1·3 08 0·7 18
10 5·8 78 28 21 09 1·0 23
3D 12·7 2.3-1 61 77 2·3 2.4- 100
60 15·3 34-·7 2.45 174- 7·7· 7·0 12:1
90 3~·8 55·0 29·8 20·6 22·1 19·1 158
180 64-J 65:2- 4-54 2gB 53·;' 609 570
12
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2 The ga.uged catchment case
2.1 ASSEMBLY OF DATA
From the average flow data calculate the long term average discharge (ADF). For the
River Pang this is 0.643 cumecs.
For each calendar year of record extract the minimum discharge over D consecutive days
where D is the duration of interest. In this example, we use D = 1, 10, 30, 60, 90
and 180 days. It cannot be assumed that the lowest flows over short periods are
contained within the long periods. It will be more convenient in searching for annual
minima to sum the daily flow values and work initially in curnee-day units, and then
divide by D to yield curnee units. If comparisons with other rivers or with the
procedure recommended for the ungauged case are required, divide again by ADF/IOO
to yield units of % ADF. This is the case shown here.
If a year contains missing data then the true annual minima may not be recorded and
that year may have to be omitted from the calculation. The rule adopted in the Low
Flow Study was that if 10 days data are missing from the record during the period
March to October, then the year is considered as a missing year from the point of view
of the flow frequency curve. This accounts for why, on Figure 1.3 for example,only
9 points have been plotted for the 10 years of data. This rule was designed for large-
scale automatic data processing and for manual processing the criteria can be adjusted
in the light of information from neighbouring stations, if, for example, they indicated
that the minimum could not have occurred in the gap.
Although strictly speaking the Pang's record length is insufficient for this analysis,
we will make use of it for demonstration purposes and because it will allow comparisons
to be made with other procedures.
TABLE 2.~a Annual minima for the Pang
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978
Duration
Cumecs 1 '315 ·210 ·408 ·239 ·187 ·222 ·256 ·074 ·351 ·152
10 ,326 ~31 ·.59 ·257 ·207 ·257 ·260 ·086 ·374 ·165
30 ·3,2 ·233 ·478 ·270 ·211 ·270 ·290 ·089 ·391 ·216
60 ·358 ·254 ·509 ·282 ·214- .295 ·317 ·]O~ ·451 ·266
90 '37~ _')74- ·520 ·2.92 ·216 -329 ·336 ·111,. ·467 ·3;<;
180 ·457 ·330 ·624 .373 ·256 +24 ·387 ·165 ·5;18 ·535
% ADF 1 49·0 32-7 63·5 37-0 29-1 3.·5 39-8 11-5 54·6 23-6
10 50·7 35'S 71·1,- 'PO 3;2.·;2. W<l 40·4 13·1,. 58·2 25·7
30 53·2 36-2 71,.·3 ,2·0 32·8 ,2,0 45·1 13£ 60·8 33'6
60 55·7 39·5 79·2 43" 33·3 45·9 49·3 16·2 70·1 41-4
90 5&2 42·6 80'9 45·1,. 33·6 5]·2 52·3 17-7 72'6 53-8
180 71·1 51·3 97-0 58<> 396 65·9 60'2 25·7 82-1 83·2
13
TABLE 2.1c Annual minima for the Langdon
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
Duration
CumecB 1 0·011 0'022 OD23 0'020 OOIS 0'013 OOB
10 O'Oll 0'022 0028 OD25 0·019 0'014- 0·025
30 0026 0·016 0'03B 004-0 0·027 0·017 OD37
60 OD46 OD:l-S 0087 0·04-0 0·056 0'030 0·0.....
90 0·073 0·033 onl 0·054 a·,oo 0-033 0'107
180 0·21.9 0·168 0212 0118 0·15... 0'190 0131
% ADF 1 54- 5'7 59 5·1 46 3'4 59
10 57 5'7 72 64- 49 36 64
30 6·7 6'7 3·8 10·3 7·0 4·" 9-6
60 '11·9 7·2 224 10'3 14·4- 7,7 11'3
90 IB·B 8'5 4-~·1 13·9 25·8 8·5 17'6
180 56'4- 43'3 54-·6 304 40'4- 49·0 5.95
TABLE 2.1d Annual minima for the Roman
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
Duration
CumeoB 1 0-052 OD48 0'038 0·036 0·061 0·037 00"'3
10 0088 0'067 0045 0046 0079 0·0l,l; 0'06€>
30 0'092 0076 0049 OD51 0·088 0·05'0 0·070
60 0086 0082 0·057 005'4 0'091 0056 0-074-
90 008·6 0085 0064 0-055 0_ 0,05'7 0082
'180 0106 0-090 0'071. 0066 0'113 0'06Y 0086
% ADF 1 28,,, 162 2o-s J,9·7 33'13 ~O2.. 2.3·5
10 45'4 36·6 24'6 25·/ 4-32 ,2,4.6 36·'
30 503 41-5 ;2.6-8 23" 4.8'1 273 .38'3
60 51'5 t.4·8 31·1 29-5 It-9'7 306 Jro-Lj.
90 525' 4-6· 4- 35-0 30-1 51·9 31·J
""-6
180 sr·e 4-82 39-3 36·1 61:7 36-6 4-7,0
14
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2.2 PREPARATION OF PROBABILITY PAPER
I
I
I
Using the values of T~ evaluate the aorresponding values of W I
T
(T-l) IT
(-In (T-l) IT) ~
w
2.5 10 25 50 100 I
I
Make up a W scaZe and asubsidiay scale of retuPn period values at the appropriate
W points using the graph paper provided (Figure 2.1bJ. I
I
2.3 PLOTTING ANNUAL MI NIMA I
The fO~~Qwing tab~e may be aomp~eted using the % ADF data of Seation 2.1 by ranking
the data from highest (i=1) to ~owest.
TABLE 2.2b Ranked annual minima for Falloch. Langdon, Roman
I
I
I
I
1 day minima
10 day minima
30 day minima
60 day minima·
90 day minima
180 day minima
p
(- ln P)~
W
16
1 2
Rank i
456 7 8 9 10 I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I 2.2 PREPARATION OF PROBABILITY PAPER
The annual minimum values of the previous section are to be plotted on special
probability paper which has been found to linearise low flow data in many cases. In
fact, the paper linearises a 'standardised Weibull variate', w, so the horizontal
axis is marked primarily by a linear axis from -1.0 to +3.0. To increase the usefulness
of the paper however, it is helpful to also mark a return period scale. The conversion
to a return period scale is:
I
I
I or
T
W
r- 4 J-lL1- e xp [-{l-W/4} J
4 [1-{-In [(T-l) IT] }\J
I
I
The vertical axis is labelled linearly as discharge either in cumecs or, as in this
example, in % ADF. A third alternative is to express the discharge as a multiple of
the mean annual minimum MAM(D). In this latter form the frequency curve can be compared
directly with the low flow frequency type curves (Section 3.3) .
(obtained from Low Flow Study Report No.1 with Weibull parameter, y~4.0).
I
I
I
2.3 PLanING ANNUAL MINIMA
The exceedence probability P is calculated for each ranked minimum i
total number of annual minima
P (i-0.44)/N+0.12)
W 4 [l-{-lnP}\]
and N is the
I For the Pang data the following table is constructed by ranking the flows fromhighest (i=l) to lowest:
I
TABLE 2.2. Ranked annual minima for Pang
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Rank i
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 day minima 6''5 54-6 49·0 3~'21 37"0 3""5 32-7 2.9-/ V-6 If -,
10 day minima 71 -Lt. 58-2. 50-7 4-0-'1- 4-0-0 4-00 35-"1 32,2 2"7 /3 -if-
30 day minima 74-3 60-"8 53' 2. 45-/ 42-0 4.2:0 36-2 33-6 .32.8 13-2
60 day minima 71-2 70'1 55·7 4.1"3 4.5"1 4.3"9 4-1- Ii- 3'1,5 33-3 16' 2-
90 day minima 80,9 72'6 5S',2 53'~ 52-3 51-2. 4-5'4- 4-2-6 3.3-6 /7'7
180 day minima "17-0 832. 8~'1 7/-1 b5-'i 6D-2. <;8·0 SH 3'1'8 ~'i-7
P 0-055 0·/5 0·25 0-35" 0'4-'i o·s-S'" O'bS" 0-75 0-8> 0'9';
(- In P)\ 1-3 /'/7 /,08 1-01 o''il+- o'3'iI 0,8/ 0-73 0·6't- 0-<;-'1
W -1-2. -0'6'i1 -0-3>3 -0-°4 0.2,.2 0·<;-8 0·75- / '06 /. 't-<;- 2,0$-
17
Plot the ranked f70w against the corresponding WeibuZZ reduced variate W on Figure
2.1b
FIGURE 2.1b FLOW FREQUENCY DIAGRAM FOR FALLOCH, LANGDON, ROMAN
DISCHARGE as % of ADF
DISCHARGE in CUMECS
Fit by eye~ lines through the right most pZotted points. Maintain a smooth transition
between the slopes of different durations. It wiU norrraUy be found that the steeper
slopes occur with the Zonger durations.
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The ranked flows are plotted against the corresponding W value on Figure 2.1a
FIGURE 2. la FLOW FREQUENCY DIAGRAM FOR PANG
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Eye-fitted lineS should be sketched through the sets of points bearing in mind the
expectation of a smo~th transition from one duration to another in terms of slope
and position of the line on the paper. It is not normally useful to use the points
to the left of the W = 0 point as these commonly describe a much steeper line
indicating that they derive from a separate distribution.
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2.4 CURVES FOR DIFFERENT DURATIONS
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FIGURE 2.2b
FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE FOR FALLOCH.
LANGDON, ROMAN
FOR DIFFERENT DURATIONS
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I 2.4 CURVES FOR lHFFERENT DURATIONS
I
I
The flow frequency curves below and opposite were plotted using the automatic plotting
system. It can ~ seen that there is a considerable difference between curves fram
different stations and for different durations for the same station. Permeable catch-
~ents have frequency curves which differ little between durations whilst flashy
catchments have a much greater spacing between their curves. This can best be shown
by contrasting the frequency curves of the Falloch and Pang.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
I
I
I
I
The basic steps in the estimation procedure are expLained opposite. The fLow frequency
curve will be estimated using BFI from catohment geology (Report No.3) to construct
the entire curve. Alternative procedures would be to use BFI from 8 months of f10w
data (Report No.3, Section 3.1), or caLcuLate MAM(D} from Section 2 of this report
and enter the procedure qt stage (0) opposite. If the entire D day curve is not
required, then steps (e), or (b) and (e) can be omitted as appropriate.
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3 The ungauged catchment case
I
I
I
3.1 II'lTROIllX:TlON
This section describes how the flow frequency curve of any duration can be estimated
at the ungauged site. The method is based on the relationship between the flow
frequency curve and catchment characteristics. The latter include catchment rainfall
and a baseflowindex (BFI) which can be estimated from catchment geology and are
described in Estimation manual No.3. The method can be used,however;in conjunction
with flow data either by using estimates of BF! from data in preference to geology_
based estimates, or by using estimates of the mean annual minimum ~rom data
and using the Type Curves of Section 3.4.
The procedure for estimating the entire low flow frequency curve for any duration D
is divided into the following three components which are illustrated by Figure 3.1.
10 DlIr CIl'''1II
• L...--,,..,..- ,..,..-_,..,..- _
o 0.' 1.0 1.' 2.0 2.' 3.0
10 20 10 100
I
I
I
I
I
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I
Plottl"_ Po.lllon W
•
.. llll.,m
.llftl•• ft.IIDy••Il.ft I
C Iln"'.n.l "'.lIIy.ncr]
o 0., CIl'''•
FIGURE 3.1
ESTIMATION PROCEDURE FOR
UNGAUGED CASE
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Retu,n .....Iod T
(a) estimation of the lO-day mean annual minimum flow expressed as a %ADF, MAM(lO)
This locates point A on the diagram (where the mean of the annual minimum series plots
at a return period of approximately two years) which has a discharge of 20% ADF.
This calculation is explained in Section 3.2 and is referred to as the External
relationship (with catchment characteristics).
(b) estimation of the mean annual minimum for durations 0 other than the lO-day
duration to give MAM(D). This locates point B on the diagram which in Figure 3.1 has
a value of MAM(O) of 40\ ADF. This is described in Section 3.3 and is referred to as
an Internal duration relationship.
(c) estimation of the annual minimum of other return periods or probabilities to give
AMP(D). This locates point C on the diagram which has a value of AMP(D) of 25%.
This is described in Section 3.4 and is referred to as an Internal frequency relationship.
If only the mean annual D-day minimum MAM(D) is required, then step (c) can be omitted.
Similarly, if only MAM(lO) is required, then both steps (b) and (c) can be omitted.
The procedure can frequently be entered at step (b) using a value of MAM(D) from data
and using the frequency relationship to estimate AMP(D).
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3.2 EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIP
The example catchment is in hydrometric area and therefore in regression
region . Substituting the catchment characteristic values into the
appropriate equation,
I
I
I
I
,fMAMUO!
MAML10)
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TABLE 3.1 Regional estimation equation8- for 10 day lIeaD annual minima
Tab~e 3.1 shows the regression equation used in the various regions of the country
shown in Figure 3.2. The equation gives an estimate of the ten day mean annual
minimum, MAM(lO), in units of %ADF. SAAR is the 1941-70 standard annual average rainfall
in mm and BFI 1s the catchment's base flow index which is estimated at the unqauged
site from catchment geology. This is explained in Sections 2.5 and 3 of Report No.3.
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3.2 EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIP
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RegUln Hydrometric area Eq\1ation IMAM (10)
1 1-19, 84-97, 104-108 8.50 IBFr - 1.22
2 20-25, 27, 68-83, 103 8.50 IB'FI - 1.57
3 45-67, 102, 201-223 8.50 iBFI - 2.01
4 26, 28-33 11.2 IBFr + .0982 ,.mar - 6.81
5 34-44, 101 9.69 IBFr - 2.58
E"wi' HycIfO 'Ic. Ar....
1 1-1 ·17".:104-10.
2 10-1•• 17... • ..;101
a "-W,102,201-1'11
4 M,I&'-I.
• N- ••,101
FIGtIIlE 3.2 ESTIIlATIGN EQUATIONS TO USE IN DIFFERENT REGIONS
I
The Pang ia loaated within hydromet...ic a ...ea 39, the....fo.... \1" the ....Il......ion equation
given fo......egion 5 and a BFI of 0.90 eotimated f ...OIIl tho ;aolollY of tho catchment
(Report No.3)
&M(10) • 9.69 ,IBFI - 2.58I . 6·61
I
I
I
MAM(lO) • 4-5'73 , ADF
For the eatehment, UAMllO) is %ADF so the following type eurves are
r'ead from-TaFi"e-"j. 2 for' the various duroH'Ons.
The folZowing ean be eompZeted using the MAMID) expression opposite
For the eatehment SAAR = and UAM(10) = ,
I
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therefore:
% ADF
180
180
90
90
60
60
30
30
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INTERNAL RELATIONSHIP (FREQUENCY)
iJRADMAM
D
1+ ID-lO) iJRADMAM
UAMID)
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D
Type curve
3.3 INTERNAL RELATIONSHIP (DURATION)
3.4
I
I
I
I
I 3.3 INTERNAL RELATIONSHIP (DURATION)
I
I
I
Having estimated the value of MAM(lO) the next step (if required) is to estimate the
mean annual minimum for the duration of interest. This ?rocess of obtaining MAM(D)
from ~(lO) is in two steps: The first is to obtain the gradient or rate of change
of MAM(D) /mAM(lO) with D,(GRADMAM); the second is to use this gradient to calculate
MAM(D) •
The gradient is obtained from the regression:
0.00842,!SAAR - 0.137 ,!MAM(10) - 1.61
I
For the Pang:
SAAR __Z6g____ MAM(lO) from Section 3.1 is ~?!_~ % ADF
I
GRAmmM
The variable GRADMAM is then substituted into the equation:
to give the value of MAM(D) for any required duration, D, in % ADF units which for
the Pang gives the following values of MAM(D) :
{1 + (D-l0l.GRADMAM}MAM(10)
I
I
MAM(D)
1 10 30 60 90 180
I MAM(D) 41-71 % ADF
I 3.4 INTERNAL REl.ATtONSHlP (FREQUENCY)
The process of obtaining the low flow of any return period consists of multiplying
the mean annual minimum by a factor that is read off a particular type curve. Table
3.2 enables the type curve to be found for the particular duration D and value of
MAM(lO). For the Pang the following values are found.
I
I
I
I
I
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Type curve
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Factors to be applied to MAM(D) are read from Figure 3.3 and entered on the table below:
Return Duration days
period 1 10 30 60 90 180
Factor
2.5
% ADF
Factor
5
% ADF
Factor
10
% ADF
Factor
25
% ADF
Factor
50
% ADF
Factor
100
% ADF
PLot these points on Figure 3.4 overleaf.
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TABLE 3.2 Curve number for required duration and 10 day mean annual minima
Duration D in days
1 10 30 60 90 180
MAMll0) 5 1 1 1 1 2 3
as percentage
ofaver-a'ge 10 2 2 2 2 2 3daily flow
15 4 4 3 2 2 4
20 S S 3 2 2 4
2S 6 6 4 2 3 5
30 8 8 6 4 4 S
40 10 9 8 6 6 S
50 10 10 9 8 7 6
60 10 10 10 9 8 7
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
FIGURE 3.3 FLOW FllEQIlIlNCY TYPE CllIlVE S
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Figure 3.3 shows a family of standardised type flow frequency curves which enable
the discharge of any return period A~(D) to be estimated from the mean annual
minimum MAM( 0 ) •
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3.5 CONVERTING TO ABSOLUTE UNITS I
Using Report No. 3 ca~cu~ate the aver"(Je f~ow CADFl from rainfall and evaporation
data. Label Figure 3.4b in cumec units. I
I
I
30 I
I
I
-.
I Factors are read from Figure 3.3, eg for D = 60 days for which Type Curve?ia appropri,ate, the foLlowing factors and hence AMP(O) values were obtained:
•
Return period
Factor
2.5
092
5 10 25 50 100
I AMP (60) % ADF 5055 4-12.1 aS57 2583
These values a're plo,t.ted as shown on Figure ),.4&
is 5'0 16005 10
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I FIGURE 3. 4a FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE FOR PANG FOa D = /10 nlliYS FROM CATCHMENTCIJlli~ISTICS
I
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From Report No.3, the average flow for the pang estimated from catchment
characteristi~s is 1.22 cumecs. The scale of figure 3.4a is then calibrated in
cumecs where, 100% ADF = 1.22 cumecs, 10% ADF = 0.122 cumecs, etc.
Each step of the estimation procedure expresses discharge in terms of the % ADF.
The final stage in the estimation procedure requires the estimation of the average
discharge to the site of interest. A number of different techniques for doing this
are described in Report No.3; they are based on one of two approaches. The first
uses rainfall and evaporation. data, the second is based on recorded flow data
at or near the site of interest.
I
I
I
I
3.5 CONVERTING TO ABSOLUTE Ltl1TS
I
I
I
i
I
I
4.1 USING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FLOW DURATION CURVE AND FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE I
Values of Q95(1) have been obtained for each of the example catchments as follows: I
The first step is to convert these to Q9S(10) values.
(F) (L) _____________ (R) % ADF
I
log10 GRADQ95
GRADQ 95 I
Q95(1O)
The second step is the linking relationship between the flow duration and flow
frequency curves.
MAMIlO)
I
I
% ADF
As a check on the results, Figure 4.1 may be used. This is an overall average and omits
the effect of climate. The value obtained from Fiqure 4.1 is % ADF. I
I
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4 Use of local data
In this chapter a number of methods of incorporating short or discontinuous data
sources are demonstrated.
I
I
I 4.1
USING RElfiTiONSHIP BElWEEN TI-E FLOW IJJRATION CURVE AND FLOW FREQUENCY CURVE
If the flow duration curve has previously been obtained, perhaps from current
mete rings (see Section 4.2) or from a period of record that is too short to enable
the flow frequency curve to be estimated adequately, the following linking relation-
ship between the 95 percentile from the 10 day flow duration curve Q95(lO) and the
la-day mean annual minima, MAM(lO) can be used:
I
I JiAM(lO) 1.07 IQ95(10) - .0320 ISAAR + .741
For the pang:
This is an adequate approximation for present purposes.
As this relationship has been established between the 10 'day duration statistics,
it may initially be necessary to convert from the 1 day to the 10 day flow duration
curve. For the Pang, a value of 43.65% ADF had previously been found for Q95(1) •
using principles from the Flow duration curve manual, 2.1, Section 3.3, the following
relationships are used:
Q95(1)/{l-9xGRADQ95}
.0230 ISAAR - .204 IQ95(1) - 2.11
Q95 (10)
where l0910GRADQ95
I
I
I
I
I
loglOGRADQ95
GRADQ95
Substituting this value of Q95(lO) in the above equation for the Pang, gives:
From this point on the internal relationships of Section 3.3 and 3.4 are used to
obtain annual minima of other durations and frequencies.
I
I
I
Q95(10)
MAM(lO}
1,.42:> % ADF
-------
I
I
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4.2 USE OF CURRENT METERINGS
1. Use the current meterings as described in Report 2.1, Section 4, to obtain an
estimate of Q95(1).
2. Use the method of Section 4.1 to obtain the flow freque=y curve from the
flow duration curve.
4.3 USE OF A Sf-ORT PERIOD OF CONTINUOUS DATA
One year or less
Establish a correlation between the daily discharges of the station of interest (QI)'
and a long term analogue station (QA)' If, for example,
QI ~ a + b QA
where a and b can be estimated from the common period of record, to every QA value therecorresponds a Qr value. The method consists simply of relabelling the flow axis of the
analogue catchm~nt's flow frequency curve.
One year of record
Use section 3.1 of Report No.3, to obtain BFI thus by-passing the need for a
geology map-based estimate. Then use the procedure of Section 3.
Two years of record
Obtain the flow duration curve standardised by the short period ADF (Section 2 of Report
2.1). Use the method of Section 4.1 to convert to flow frequency curve.
Greater than two years
Calculate MAM(D) from data and use the type curves of section 3.4.
Express data as %ADF if less than 10 years, but directly in curnecs
for longer ftow records. When more than 10 years of data are
available the minima can be plotted and compared with the type curves.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
4.4 USE OF MJNTHLY DATA I
The example cases have bet1Jeen 5 and 10 years of record. Monthly data can be used
to obtain MAM(1 month) and thus MAM(45 days).
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4.2 USE OF CURRENT METER! NGS
A method entirely analogous to that described for the flow duration curve is not
possible because the likely span of frequencies on the current metering days is
likely to be very narrow. The method recommended here is to use the current
meterings, firstly to obtain an improved estimate of the flow duration curve (see
Section 4 of Report 2.1). Having obtained estimates of Q95(1) the linking relation-
ship between flow duration and flow frequency curves may be used (see Section 4.1
of this report).
4.3 USE OF A St-KlRT PERIOD OF CONTINUOUS DATA
A correlation between two records, one with one year or less data, the other a
long term analogue catchment (ie, similar BFI), can be established. The correlation
can be expressed graphically or by means of regression. The flow frequency curve
of the analogue station can then be 'relabelled' using the equivalent flows of
the short period station from the correlation.
One year's data are best used to refine the Base Flow Index estimate. An example
of its use is given in the Catchment Characteristic estimation manual, Report No~ 3,
Section 3.1.
Two years' data are sufficient to obtain a flow duration curve, at least in terms of
% ADF. The method is described in Section 2 of Report 2.1. The m~od of Section
4.1 can be used to convert to the flow frequency curve and a long term ADF estimate
used to convert from % ADF to discharge Units.
If between 2 and 10 years of data are available, it is recommended to use these data
to estimate MAM(D) anG then to use the type curves of Section 3.4 for the frequency
relationship. Between 10 and 20-years of data,MAM(D) can be calculated in cumecs
and used together with the type curves and compared with a plot of the raw data.
I 4.4 USE OF MJNTIlLY DATA
I
I
I
I
Monthly runoff values can be used where ·daily flow data are not available or
reliable. Use can be made of the monthly flow data to obtain flow frequency curves
if 20 years or more data are available, or a mean annual minimum l~(l month) in
cumecs if 10 years or more are available. If less than 10 years are available,
MAM(l.month) expressed as % ADF is more reliable. Type curves can be used for the
frequency relationship wpen the record is less than 20 years.
In all cases the relationship between monthly-based and daily-based statistics is
used. This takes account of the fact that daily data give the opportunity to find
lower minima in any year than calendar month data. A study showed that the monthly
mean annual minima is equal to the D day annual minima where D is 15 days longer
than the number of days in monthly based statistics.
Thus the mean annual minimum 1 month data is equivalent to the mean annual minimum
45 days data and similarly for other durations.
I
I
I
I
/
MAM(l month)
MAM(3 month)
For the Pang:
MAM(l month)
MAM(45)
MAM(107)
MAM(45)
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